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Q1)

1. State clearly what an algorithm is'
2. List down five characteristics of algorithm.
3. Linear List is one of the data structure.

4.

Q2)
1.

2.

write algorithms for the following Linear List operations whigh:
a. lnsert an element in to lasi of the Linear List;
j
b. Remove an element from a Linear List.
S, D, P, Q are characters
T,
C,
X,
E,
List.
a
Linear
be
Let L: (E, X, T, C, S, D, P, Q)
',
What is the result of each of the following operations?
a) L.isEmpty$
b) L.size0
c) L.get(4)
d) L.indexof(0)
e) L.add(6,T)
f) L.remove(2)
main difference between Stack and Queue data structures.
Write codes for the following Queue operations which:
a. Check whether Queue is emPtY;
b. Return front element of the Queue;
c. Add an element to the Queue;
r
d. Remove an element from a Queue'
palindrome, that
Write an algorithm that determines whether or not an input string is a
point, yoLl can
whether or not it can be read the same forward and backward. At each
State the

is,

Operations to
read only one character of the input string. You can use Stack and Oueue
solve this problem.
For exampie,

Input Strings:

"MADAM"
6'AIrv{lvIA"

,.NANPAN''

is a palindrome;
is a paiindrome;
is not a palindrome.
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Q3)

A. Briefly describe the binary tree.
B. The following figure is shown a binary tree.
Write algorithm for each of the.following traversals to visit each node in the ttee:

l.

Pre-Order;
2. ln-Order;
3. Post-Order.

C. Let T be a binary tree of

11 nodes that are labeled

A to K in some order and s

in-order traversal and pre-order traversal visit the nodes in the order

H
K, L E, F, A, B, J, G, C, D, H

E,I, A,

F, B, K, C, G, D, J,

and

respectively

1.

Construct the binary tree.

ii.

In what order will the post-order traversal visit the nodes?

Describe bubble sort in your words how
Sort the

it works and write an algorithm for it?

following numbers into ascending order using Bubbre sort.

[65,10,23,42,9,20,1]
Write the Breadth

First Search algorithm (BFS).

By using BFS traversal algorithm, write down the traversal order of the.graph from the
node P.

(Draw the graph for each

I.p).
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